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Ladies and Gentlemen,

Please take a minute to think about this and if you could collect your thoughts, be able to pass
this along to the correct research and development leaders, and others, if you could rally (Enter
Names Here) to truly try and represent this problem, we will be on our way- another great
ushering in of responsible and professional civil management. What I am going to share would
save the USA millions of dollars and promote the way towards the healing of the Nation's soul.
I'm talking about when and how many, many people today still can say how much they hate this
country or our government, or this governor, president, sheriff, etc. The fact that we HATE.
HATE sucks. We must change it and we can!

My whole probation period could have been served using AI. The whole thing. The disconnect,
the miscomm's, the small talk- saying what one needs to hear, etc. is wasting our human
resources. AI the whole thing, a person needed only if so. This “them vs. me” thing seems to be
getting more and more dated, it is dividing us hard today still as well. A Civil Service Worker
(CSW) can be much more effective if they are not on the vs. side of things. Today, CSW’s can
promote in a recovery, rehab, human service type of role. When Americans get into trouble and
they have to do this probation, this is a period of time that they must successfully pass through.
Their long lives are going to continue on regardless of length of time served doing probation.
You see when life goes on so does the memories of the relationships and the experiences. To
have a “hatred” of a system like we do today is not healing as we go, it seems to be a festering
and hatred is growing. This country is mired in conspiracies because of  broken permanent
relationships like these between the public and the local justice systems and the poison only
spreads. We can stop the hatred, most of it is by relationship problems. We have to turn this
around and we can. If we could get numbers on some of this, the savings, you will see millions,
maybe billions in savings alone. The Probation and Parole Officers here in Oregon complain of
having to serve up to and more than 100 clients per case worker. 100!  These are citizens that
they have to see and monitor, each one of them monthly and they cannot do this fairly today. Not
here in Oregon anyway. AI the whole thing and we will be able to heal so much hatred that is
involved with the injustices that are occurring because of HUMAN ERROR.

Sincerely,
Eric Gibson
Operations Manager/Senior Crew Leader
The Rivers Of Life Center


